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following:

Catering Services 

Buffet Tables 

Live Stations

Dessert Tables

@ thequarterssg

Icon Village
16 Enggor Street
#01-09 S079717

T:   6834 4174
E:   info@thequarters.sg
W: www.thequarters.sg

Dine In / Event Space

inspiration 
Celebrating Modsin cusine, we aspire to reminisce our humble 
beginnings, the evolution of culture and sophistication of Singapore 
through our food.

Singapore is a juxtaposition of the old and the new; an amalgamation 
of global influence. Ingredients, spices, and cooking techniques 
central to our migrant culture,  poverty and hardship; resulted in  
characteristic Singapore street food.

Evolving these influence with a touch modernity whilst reminiscing 
our history and celebrating our evolution, we want to tantalise you 
with the future of Modsin food. 

the menu

about
Chef Chung Deming is emphatic about local spices and ingredients. 
Having first made a name for himself with his “Duriancanboleh” as a 
pop up stand,  The Quarters extends his personal ethos of local, 
freshly made and well executed into a full fledge bistro.

Though barely 8 months old, The Quarters have had coverage on the 
various local media for their refreshing and  bold cuisine; even  has 
The President of Singapore , President Tony Tan, as an audience for his 
“Duriancanboleh”.  Most recently on local TV, “On the Red Dot” his 
vision and passion is documented along with showcasing the Buah 
Kelauk Ice Cream. 

The menu aims to showcase the various iconic culinary obsessions of 
Singapore. They love their Chicken Rice,  Crab in any flavour  and are 
always game for a good curry.  Ice Cream is a true favourite of 
Singaporeans. 

Samsui’s Indulgence - The aromatics of black truffle, complements the 
humble aromatics and spices in a Chicken Roulade made complete 
with a refreshing Chicken Rice Chilli inspired Vinaigrette   

+65 Decadence - Articulating the popular flavours of Crab into a dish, 
this Umami bomb is made more decadent with a butter poached 
lobster as a canvas

SIN by Beef -  Inspired by the multitude of ingredients used in 
Rempahs from various cultures, we articulate these flavours in a Beef 
Curry and Spiced Rice

Bibik en Vogue-  Epitomising originality, we celebrate Buah Kelauk. 
“Asia’s Truffle”. Used in Peranakan cuisine, we highlight uncanny 
chocolatey, nutty and acidic (berry like) flavour notes. A tantalising 
progression from conventional earthiness and bitterness.


